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Introduction 
 

This portrait has been done as part of my Beautiful Landscapes Project, where I am asking 

people to submit hi-res, close-up images of their beloved older folk, and the aim of this 

project is to draw attention to the beauty of a face that has lived for many decades and the 

story that such a face can tell. This portrait is of Yvonne, a lady who lives just a suburb 

away from me and it was her Granddaughter Sharon who kindly provided this wonderful 

reference photo. 

 

To assist you in completing this tutorial, I have also created a speed drawing which you 

can view on YouTube.  

 

One of the things that concerns me with my tutorials is when people rush off and spend 

time and money buying each and every pencil that I have used to create an artwork. With 

this particular portrait, I have used a huge number of pencils, but what I really encourage 

people to do is to try to work with the pencils they already have and to substitute from 

within their own range and you may find my Coloured Pencil Conversion Charts can assist 

you in doing this. Please do read through the entire tutorial before purchasing your 

materials as you may need fewer materials than you think. 

 

I always start with my Faber Castell Polychromos to mark in the main features and add 

important dark and light tonal values. When the Polychromos first go down on the mat 

board they can feel scratchy and dry and much of the paper texture (even on a smooth 

surface) will still show through. I then continue to layer and add colour using these and my 

Caran D’ache Pablos – (the Derwent Artist and Derwent Studio would give similar 

results). At this stage, the pencil layers for the skin still look textured and quite dry.  

 

Once, I sense that the tooth of the paper is starting to fill in, I then change to a more 

creamy pencil and for this portrait, I have used the Derwent Coloursoft pencils to then 

blend and fill the upper layers. At this point the pencil layers start to take on the feel and 

texture of actual skin. You could also use Derwent Drawing pencils and many of you may 

work with Prismacolors and you could do this entire portrait using those if you prefer and 

perhaps use the Prismacolor Verithins for the detail work. What I really want to encourage 

you to do is to work with what you have (Unless, of course, you need and excuse to go and 

buy more pencils)! 

 

You will also see that I used the Faber Castell Pitt pens for this portrait. This really isn’t 

necessary. I sometimes find that when using darker coloured pencils on the Pastel Grey 

Mat Board (as is needed around Yvonne’s eyes), that the tooth of the paper still shows 

through, even after multiple layers of pencil, and so the darks can look a bit grainy. The 

Pitt pens can be useful to under paint darker areas, giving a more unified look to your 

darker tones once you go over them with coloured pencil. They can also be useful for 

going back and deepening dark shadows towards the end of a portrait. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/beautifulhumanlandscapes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OC6kWsrtNfM
http://www.miniatureartbykhull.com/coloured_pencil_conversion_charts_70.html
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The Canson Pastel Grey Mat board has a very smooth surface. Within Australia, you can 

buy this Mat board from most Eckersley’s stores. Within the US, it appears that the 

Canson Mat Board, such as what is sold at Dick Blick’s is the textured mat board. You 

definitely don’t need to use the Canson – any mat / mount board that is acid free and 

considered archival and has a smooth surface will give you similar results. The soft grey 

paper is perfect for doing portraits of older people because it allows the white hairs to still 

show up and many older folk have grey undertones in their skin.  

 

Materials List: 

 

• 8x10 inch Canson Pastel Grey Mat /  Mount board 

• Coloured pencils 

o Faber Castell Polychromos: 101 White, 103 Ivory, 117 Vermilion, 118 

Scarlet Lake, 119 Light Magenta, 123 Fuchsia, 124 Rose Carmine, 126 

Permanent Carmine, 127 Light Carmine, 128 Rose Madder Lake, 129 Pink 

Madder Lake, 130 Dark Flesh, 131 Medium Flesh, 132 Light Flesh, 134 

Magenta, 135 Red Violet, 136 Dark Violet, 140 Light Ultramarine, 46 Sky 

Blue, 169 Caput Mortuum, 177 Walnut Brown, 179 Bistre, 181 Payne’s Grey, 

187 Burnt Ochre, 188 Sanguine, 189 Cinnamon, 192 Indian Red, 194 Purple, 

199 Black, 217 Middle Cadmium Red, 231 Cold Grey II, 233 Cold Grey IV, 

249 Mauve, 270 Warm Grey I, 272 Warm Grey III, 283 Burnt Siena,  

o Caran D’Ache Pablos (CD): 001 White, 002 Silver Grey, 041 Apricot, 051 

Salmon, 062 Venetian Red, 063 English Red, 071 Salmon Pink, 371 Bluish 

Pale, 402 Light Beige, 404 Brownish Beige, 493 Granite Rose, 770 

Raspberry Red 

o Prismacolor Verithins (PV): Goldenrod, Dark Brown, Black, Pumpkin 

Orange, Process Red, Tuscan Red, Terracotta, Poppy Red 

o Derwent Coloursoft (DC): 010 Cream, 170 Soft Pink, 180 Blush Pink, 190 

Pink, 550 Ginger, 560, Peach, 570 Pale Peach, 670 Dove Grey, 710 White 

Grey, 720 White,  

• Faber Castell Pitt Pens Brush Tip (Optional): 126 Permanent Carmine, 131 

Medium Flesh, 175 Sepia, 192 Indian Red, 199 Black, 247 Indianthrene Blue  

• Transfer paper 

• Drafting film or tracing paper 

• Kneadable eraser 

• Fixative (optional) 

• Paper towel (to rest your hand on) 
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Line Drawing 
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Transferring your Image 
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Use your preferred method for transferring the image from the reference photo, to the mat 

board. I used drafting film to get a rough outline of the image and then used white transfer 

paper and a fine knitting needle to transfer the outline to my board. The outline you can 

see above is the one on the drafting film as the outline on the mat board is barely 

discernable, but just enough to allow me to see where things should be placed. Using the 

white graphite paper means that there are no unsightly lines that interfere with the overall 

look of your picture and there is no need to erase anything down the track. Just remember 

not to press too heavily as this can leave indentations in your board that can be hard to fill. 
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Left Eye 

 

 
 

As I mentioned earlier, please don’t feel that you need to purchase the Faber Castell Pitt 

Pens for this part of the tutorial – you honestly could produce very similar results using 

Black and Indigo Blue for the eye ball and fleshy colours from your own range of coloured 

pencils. I did start to draw the pupil of the eye using a Black Polychromo pencil, but 

wasn’t happy with how much of the grey paper was showing through and so reached for 

the Black (199) and Indanthrene Blue (247) Pitt pens to draw in the Iris and Pupil of the 

eye. The area around the eye was shaded using Medium Flesh (131) in the lightest areas, 

moving to Permanent Carmine (126) for the darker fleshy areas, with a touch of Indian 

Red (192) and then to Sepia (175) for the shadows in the creases of the eyelid. The pink 

tones on the upper and lower eyelids were added using (CD) Salmon Pink and then 

graduating to (FC) Light Flesh in the outer upper eyelid. Once the Pitt pens have dried 

(this can take an hour or two, otherwise they are quite resistant to coloured pencils), I have 

used the (FC) Black to start to add in the eyelashes. 

 

The highlight on the left of the eye ball (as we look at it) had a dash of (FC) White added 

and I then went over it with the Indanthrene Blue Pitt pen, The Highlight on the right of 

the eye was left free of colour and was shaded, firstly with (FC) White and then shaded 

and blended using (FC) Mauve. 
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In the next image, you can see that most of the marks made by the Pitt Pens have been 

covered up with coloured pencil and this is particularly important at the margins, where 

your Pitt pen markings end. You will find you can’t apply as many layers over those areas 

that have had Pitt pens applied, so if you are the kind of artist who likes to use multiple 

layers, then you might be better off sticking to pure pencil work, rather than working with 

the pens. 

 

 

One of the first things I do when working on an older person’s face is to mark out all those 

wrinkles and lines. Whilst we want these lines to be apparent, they also need to blend with 

the rest of the skin and face so that the lines are visible but subtle. I have used (FC) Middle 

Cadmium Red, (FC) Purple and (FC) Sanguine to make those initial outlines. The bluish 

tones you can see have been added using (CD) Bluish Pale and (FC) Sky Blue. Look for 

the highlights, particularly on the right side of the eye (as we look at it) and draw these in 

using (FC) Ivory. The brighter pinks you can see around the eye have been coloured using 

(FC) Rose Madder Lake, (FC) Rose Carmine, (FC) Fuchsia and (FC) Light Carmine. 

Remember, it isn’t important to use exactly these pinks – most brands will carry a similar 

range of pinks that are equally suitable. The peach tones under the eye have been coloured 

using (CD) Salmon and (FC) Dark Flesh. When shading around the lines and wrinkles, I 

use neutral shades such as (FC) Cinnamon and (FC) Medium Flesh. The (FC) Cinnamon is 

great for toning down any areas that you think are looking a little too pink. I use (FC) Red 

Violet (my pencil is called Red Violet, but I think this pencil has since been renamed Light 

Red Violet) quite a bit on any areas that seem to have a slightly purple tone. This colour is 
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quite transparent and so will add a touch of purple without overwhelming the skin tones or 

looking artificial. 

The upper, inner aspect of the eye has been coloured using the above-mentioned blues, the 

(FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Red Violet and (FC) Indian Red. 

Colours used on the frame of the glasses include (FC) White, (FC) Ivory, for the lightest 

areas; (FC) Red Violet, (FC) Magenta and (FC) Light Magenta on those areas that have a 

tinge of purple; (FC) Light Ultramarine for those areas that look blue, and (FC) Bistre for 

the golden beige areas. The (PV) Black was used for the dark outline to the inner right of 

the frame. 

 

In this image, you can see that whilst the lines and wrinkles are still visible, they have now 

been blended and softened and merge more with the rest of the skin. To help with this, I 

used the Derwent Coloursoft Pencils: (DC) Pale Peach - a fabulously neutral, pale colour 

that can be used to blend most of the lighter areas; (DC) Soft Pink - which as the name 

suggests will add a gentle pink tone to any areas that are blended using this pencil; (DC) 

Cream – a pale yellow based colour; (DC) Pink – good for areas where you want a 

stronger pink tone; and (FC) Peach – a lovely warm colour which will add a yellowy beige 

tone to those areas you blend and this can be good for toning down areas where your skin 

tones are looking too pink. You can also see touches of grey below the eye and this was 

added using (FC) Warm Grey III and was blended with the (DC) White Grey. I know 
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Prismacolor have a wonderful range of flesh colours as well and you could easily 

substitute some of those, if you have them, for those final layers of blending. Another 

brand of pencils that can be useful for blending and softening in the final layers for skin is 

the Derwent Drawing pencils. Unfortunately, the colour range here is much more limited 

and so I would use (DD) Wheat, (DD) Light Sienna and (DD) White. 

 

If you feel like you have blended your wrinkles and lines too much, the Prismacolor 

Verithins can be super for very gently adding a bit more definition back in, particularly the 

colours (PV) Terracotta and (PV) Tuscan Red. 

 

 
 

Colours used on the outer aspect of the eye (to the upper right) include, (FC) Ivory, (FC) 

Light Flesh, (CD) Granite Rose, (FC) Cold Grey II, (FC) Red Violet and a touch of (FC) 

Caput Mortuum. To the far right, I used the (CD) White, which tends to be a more opaque 

white than the Polychromo white. Use the Derwent Coloursoft, or whichever soft pencil 

you prefer to blend your colours together. Some of you may prefer to use an actual 

blender. I have never been a huge fan of the blenders, probably because I work 

predominantly with oil-based pencils, but I know many artists are big fans. 
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Right Eye 

 

In the next image, you can see where I have used the same colours from the Pitt pen range 

to under paint areas of the right eye. If you watch the speed drawing, you can see that I 

later go back and extend the area where the Medium Flesh has been used to the outer 

regions of the lower eye. 

 

The same colours and techniques have been used to colour the Right eye as for the left 

eye, except that there is a touch more red on the inner aspect of the eye and this has been 

added using (FC) Vermillion, (FC) Indian Red and (FC) Light Carmine. You might also 

pick up some golden beige colours towards the lower part of this under eye area and they 

were created using (FC) Burnt Ochre and (DC) Ginger.  
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In the above image, both eyes, within the frames have been more or less completed. The 

upper, outer aspect of the right eye was coloured using (FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Ivory, (FC) 
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Cinnamon and (FC) Sanguine. The frame on the left-hand side has been coloured using the 

same colours as for the right-hand side and has been outlined with a sharp (PV) Black and 

(PV) Tuscan Red. Some (FC) Payne’s Grey was also used for some of the darker markings 

on the frame. 

 

Even though this surface is relatively smooth, it is surprising how many layers it can take, 

so if you don’t feel happy with the colours in a certain area, you should be able to work 

over those areas to change the hues. One thing I noticed when I printed off my reference 

photo was that it printed out much more pink that Yvonne appeared on screen. When 

working on this portrait I have tried to tone down the pinks so that the overall effect is 

somewhere between my printed reference and the way she appears on screen. If you are 

using your iPad or computer screen to work from, rather than the printed image, you may 

feel the need to add more beige and yellow tones than I have used in my portrait. I don’t 

really get hung up on colours when working on portraits and sometimes it is possible to 

use an array of colours that you wouldn’t see in real life on a face, and yet still achieve a 

very realistic look.  

 

 

Forehead 
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The first thing I have done with the forehead is to mark out all the wrinkles. The deeper 

ones were drawn in using (FC) Middle Cadmium Red, (FC) Indian Red and (FC) 

Sanguine. The more shallow lines were drawn in using (FC) Red Violet. 

 

The next step is to identify all the highlights and to shade them in using (FC) White and 

(FC) Ivory. Most of the highlights are just below and to the left of adjacent lines and 

wrinkles. The other light fleshy colours you can see were coloured using (FC) Light Flesh 

and (FC) Cinnamon. On the left side (looking at the face) there is a particularly dark line 

and this was done using (FC) Black. 

 

The forehead was such fun to work on, like filling in a patchwork quilt – each little section 

had its own shading and patterns. In the next image the right part of the forehead has had 

more colour added using (FC) Cinnamon, (FC) Medium Flesh, and (FC) Madder Lake. All 

the Derwent Coloursoft already mentioned were used here as well to blend and shade and 

bring colours together. I also used a bit of (DC) Blush pink on the rosier parts of the 

forehead. If your wrinkles look too prominent, you can either blend over them using 

lighter colours or shade very gently either side of them using (PV) Terracotta. They do 

need to have some definition, but you don’t want them to look like outlines. 

 

In the next image, I have started to draw in the left eyebrow using (PV) Dark Brown (FC) 

Burnt Sienna and (FC) White. 
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In the next step, I have started to draw in the hair. Most of the hair was drawn using (FC) 

White, (FC) Ivory and (CD) Light Beige. There are some slightly darker grey hairs visible 

and these have been added using (FC) Cold Grey II. The golden tones were added using 

(DC) Peach. Artists often ask what the best way to draw hair is. I do hair in much the same 

way as I would do animal fur – individual strokes for each strand of hair, but the hair tends 

to fall in locks, rather than individual strands, so the bulk of the hair should appear to be 

done in clusters even if you are drawing each individual hair. Later on, you can go back 

and give definition to certain areas with lines or individual strands but try not to have too 

many lines showing. The other thing that is super important is to have stray and wispy 

hairs framing all around the face and outer aspects of the hair style. Even the most 

perfectly coiffed style will still tend to have some strays and if you don’t add them, it 

looks overly contrived. 

 

 
 

It is very important to look at the shadows that fall on the skin around the hairline. In 

Yvonne’s case these are really subtle, and I have used (FC) Warm Greys, along with (FC) 

Cinnamon and (FC) Red Violet to show the shadows. If you look at the reference photo, 

there are some definite lines obvious in the hair just as it meets the upper outer corner of 
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her forehead. Unfortunately, I used (PV) Tuscan Red to add these in, which I later felt 

looked too red and I had trouble toning this red down. You might do better to use (PC) 

Dark Brown, because it is much easier to add the red in than to try and remove it. 

 

In the next image, I have continued to work around the forehead. Yvonne has some 

wonderful markings on her skin, which made working on her portrait so much more 

interesting than a perfectly smooth, flawless skin. I used (PV) Poppy Red, (PV) Process 

Red, (FC) Scarlet Lake and (CD) Raspberry to create some of these markings. If they 

appeared too obvious, then I would go over them again with some of the lighter, more 

neutral skin tones. Sometimes, when adding these brighter colours, it can feel like they are 

too bright for a face, but if you step away from your portrait, it is amazing how they blend 

in and still look natural. Quite a few times I would take a few steps back and, with the 

reference photo and my portrait side by side, I would be amazed at how insipid my colours 

were compared to the photo and so back to the drawing board it would be.  

 

The other thing I would do (because I work under a daylight lamp) in a relatively dark 

room is to turn off the lamp every now and then to study my tonal values. Once again, 

when the bright light was turned off, I could see how many areas needed to be darkened. 

Even now, I feel my completed portrait has a much softer feel than the reference photo 

has, but in the end, I was happy with this more subtle version. 
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There are quite a few shades of pink that can be found around the forehead and these were 

done using (FC) Light Magenta, (FC) Rose Madder Lake, (FC) Dark Flesh and (FC) Pink 

Madder Lake. 

 

In the next image, I have continued to add hair around the head, and you can see the way I 

build up the layers of hair with individual strokes. 

 

The left side of the forehead has been darkened and the colours are now much richer. This 

has been achieved by adding some (FC) Burnt Ochre, (FC) Sanguine and (DC) Ginger to 

some of the golden areas of the forehead and further accentuating the lines using (FC) 

Middle Cadmium Red and (FC) Indian Red. 

 

There is a small marking on the upper right side of her forehead, which was drawn in 

using (FC) Caput Mortuum. When doing commissions, the client may want us to give the 

portrait a more air brushed appearance and remove some of these little character marks, 

but one of the things I love about doing this project, (because they aren’t done as 

commissions), is the opportunity to add in all those wonderful details because they give 

such an authenticity to the portraits. 
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The upper forehead has been shaded using (FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Warm Grey II and then 

overlayed with (DC) Pale Peach and (DC) Peach. You can see a couple of stray white 

hairs that fall onto the forehead, and these were added in first, using a very sharp (FC) 

White and pressing quite firmly. This helps to retain the integrity of your stray hairs when 

you shade over them, as the indented areas resist the application of further colour. 

 

The right eyebrow has been created using (PV) Dark Brown, (FC) White, (PV) Black (FC) 

Walnut brown for all the eyebrow hairs. The skin behind the hairs was coloured using 

(FC) Sanguine and (FC) Indian Red. You will need to press quite firmly to add the few 

stray white hairs that I have added to the eyebrow. 

 

The area under the eyebrow has quite a bit of mauve in it and this was coloured using (FC) 

Light Flesh, (FC) Medium Flesh, (FC) Light Magenta and (FC) Red Violet. In the 

reference photo, there are some black lines evident in the eyebrow, but since I couldn’t 

quite make out if that was just the photo, or if they were meant to be there, I decided to 

soften the overall look by leaving them out. 
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Continuing down the right side of Yvonne’s head and her hair now falls into a bit more 

shadow so we see some other colours creeping in there. The peachy tones in the hair were 

added using (FC) Cinnamon and (FC) Medium Flesh. The grey shades are a little darker 

on this side and they were drawn in using (FC) Cold Grey II, and (DC) Dove Grey. The 

blending between the hairline and the grey hairs to the side was done using (CD) 

Brownish Beige. The Faber Castell White will give quite subdued whites, so it adds a bit 

more punch to go around with a more opaque white such as the Derwent Coloursoft white, 

or the Derwent Drawing White or even the Caran D’ache Pablo white and really lift the 

highlights further. 

 

Right Cheek 
In the next step, we have started to move down the right side of the face. The darker areas 

on the skin have been coloured using (FC) Fuchsia, (FC) Light Carmine, (FC) Rose 

Carmine and (FC) Rose Madder Lake. The truth is I probably went over some of the 

marks on Yvonne’s cheek with any and all of the reds and pinks we have already used so 

when you are looking at which colours to use, feel free to use any of the other colours we 

have already used elsewhere in the portrait. Sometimes when I go back to create a tutorial, 

it can be hard to remember all of the colours I have used in any one area. I always keep the 

pencils I use aside so I know which ones are used, but sometimes I might use 8 different 

colours in one small area. There are also some golden beige colours and warm reds and 

these areas were coloured using (FC) Burnt Ochre, (FC) Sanguine, (FC) Vermillion and 

(FC) Scarlet Lake. The areas of skin that aren’t brightly coloured have been created using 

(FC) Cinnamon, (FC) Medium Flesh and then the Derwent Coloursoft pencils in fleshy 

tones were used to blend the colours together. 

 

On the far side of the left cheek (closest to the ear), colours were much lighter and so here 

I have mostly used (FC) Ivory, (FC) Light Flesh and then the Derwent Coloursoft. When 

working on larger areas of skin, I still use small, gentle strokes, sometimes circular, 

sometimes almost pointillism, and build the layers slowly and gently, as I don’t want any 

harsh lines to interrupt the integrity of the skin. 
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The inner ear has been coloured using (FC) Caput Mortuum, (FC) Purple and (FC) Indian 

Red. I also added a touch of (FC) Walnut brown to darken further. The ear lobe was 

coloured using (FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Cinnamon, (FC) Medium Flesh, (FC) Dark Flesh, 

and (FC) Rose Madder Lake.  

 

There is a grey area between the right ear and the right cheek, and this was shaded using 

(CD) Brownish Beige and (FC) Cold Grey IV and (FC) Cold Grey II. 

 

The hairline above the glasses has lots of mauves and pinks in it, and it will look more 

natural if you bring some of those pinks down onto the strands of hair as well, blending 

and dragging each area into each other. 

 

Nose 
You can just make out some pores on Yvonne’s nose and so I have used (FC) Cinnamon 

to carefully mark those in. It is wonderful to have a reference photo where you can make 

out all these little details – it makes the portrait a joy to work on and anyone viewing your 

portraits really appreciates those details too. I have pressed quite firmly with the (FC) 

Cinnamon, so that if I blend over them later with other colours, they will still be visible 

and because there are little indentations in the surface, they take on an almost 3D 

appearance. 
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The lightest areas of the nose have been coloured using (FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Ivory, (FC) 

White on all the lightest areas of the nose (to the right as we look at it). The other areas of 

the nose have been coloured using a range of pinks and beiges from the colours we have 

already used. The wrinkles on the top of the nose, just underneath the bridge of the glasses 

were marked out using (FC) Burnt Ochre and (PV) Pumpkin Orange and the light areas 

between the wrinkles were coloured using (FC) White and (FC) Ivory.  

 

There is quite a bit of grey in the nose, particularly down towards the tip and I used (FC) 

Warm Grey I, (FC) Warm Grey II and (CD) Brownish Beige. I could also see some bluish 

hues on the nose and so I added these in using (CD) Bluish Pale and (CD) Silver Grey. 

 

In the next image, you can see how I have used all the Coloursoft pencils in flesh tones to 

blend the colours together and give a nice smooth look to the nose. This isn’t really a two-

step process. I add my initial colours, blend with the Coloursoft, go back and add 

definition to certain areas and then blend them again. You can see too, how with the 

blending, I have softened some of the wrinkles such as those on top of the nose so that 

they are now more subtle. When blending over wrinkles with the Coloursoft, I work in the 

opposite direction to the wrinkle, so that the line is softened and stretched and dragged into 

the rest of the skin. 
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Left Cheek and Upper Lip 

 

 
There is a lot going on in this image to take in. The left cheek has been coloured 

predominantly using (FC) White, (FC) Ivory, (FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Cinnamon and (FC) 

Medium Flesh, with the addition of peaches and pinks as you move towards the nose.  
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The nostrils below the nose have been coloured using (FC) Warm Grey I, (FC) Cold Grey 

II, (FC) Light Magenta and (FC) Dark Violet. When using really vibrant colours such as 

the Light Magenta and Dark Violet on skin, it is important to have a good base layer of 

pale greys and neutrals so that the overall effect when you add the more vibrant colours is 

really subtle. If you go adding your vibrant colours first with the intent of subduing them 

down with subsequent layers, it can be very difficult to get rid of the bright hues. 

 

The Upper lip has been coloured using (FC) Light Magenta, (FC) Pink Madder Lake, (CD) 

Raspberry Red, (FC) Light Carmine and a touch of (FC) Dark Violet. If you look closely 

at the upper lip in the reference photo, there isn’t really a clear demarcation line showing 

where the lip starts. It gives a much more natural look, particularly for an older person, if 

some of the pinks used in the shading of the lips are blended into the surrounding skin 

areas as well. 

 

The big laugh line between the nose and the right cheek was drawn in using (FC) Indian 

Red and (FC) Burnt Sienna. Later in the drawing, I felt this line lacked depth, even though 

I had gone over it several times and tried to darken it, so I did use Pitt Pens in Sepia and 

Indian Red to darken this line slightly. When working over the pencil with Pitt pens, it is 

best to work quite quickly and use your fingers or a cotton bud to blend the ink so that no 

harsh lines are left behind. 

 

The right side of the face and upper lip falls into slightly more shadow than the left side of 

the face, so the colours are all much darker on the right upper lip. I started with all the 

flesh colours, and then added the pinks and golden beige colours. Even though the right 

upper lip falls into shadow, you can still make out some highlights and these were done by 

using a sharp (FC) Ivory and pressing quite firmly into the previous layers, I would dig up 

and move around so that the skin takes on a more motley appearance and the highlights are 

added as well. I used this technique anywhere I needed the skin to look a little more 

uneven. If you keep your skin tones perfectly smooth and even they will simply end up 

looking artificial, particularly on an older person. 

 

There is also a lot of grey on the upper right lip and on the outer corners of the mouth. I 

used (CD) Brownish Beige, (FC) Cold Grey II, and (FC) Cold Grey IV to shade over the 

existing skin tones to give a more shadowed look. This was one example of where I would 

turn my daylight lamp off and could see just how much lighter my tonal values were 

compared to the reference photo. It can be a tricky balance between achieving realistic 

shadows and shading the skin so that it starts to look grubby and dirty. I ended up keeping 

my tonal values lighter because I still wanted Yvonne’s face to have a fresh feel about it, 

but I probably could have gone a bit darker. 

 

In the next image, I have gone on to complete more of Yvonne’s mouth. Remember teeth 

are almost never white, so whilst I did do a very gentle base layer of white when marking 

out the shapes of all the teeth, mostly the upper layers are a mix of greys, (FC) Ivory and I 

used (PV) Goldenrod for some of the yellowish areas. (PV) Goldenrod and (FC) Cold 
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Grey IV was used to add the little lines between each tooth, but these were added with a 

very gentle hand and were almost blended away with the shading of each tooth. 

 

  
 

The top of each tooth has a tiny triangular area of gum visible, but other than that the lines 

between each tooth should be suggested, rather than obviously visible. The teeth also 

reflected some pink from the lips, so don’t be afraid to add reds and pinks to your shading 

of the teeth. The recesses around the teeth were coloured using (FC) Black and (FC) 

Purple. 
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The lower lip was coloured using nice rich reds and pinks, including (FC) Cadmium Red, 

(FC) Fuchsia, (FC) Permanent Carmine, (CD) Raspberry, (PV) Process Red and (FC) 

Rose Carmine. There is also a touch of (FC) Purple. The highlights on the lip were drawn 

in first using a gentle layer of white and were then coloured over with the pinks and reds. I 

then went back with the (FC) White to give the highlights a bit more definition. The crease 

in the lip was drawn using (FC) Caput Mortuum and (FC) Purple and the area where the 

lower lip meets the teeth also had some (FC) Walnut Brown added.  

 

In the above image, you can also see where I have started the shading of the chin. At this 

stage, I have used (FC) Cinnamon and (FC) Sanguine to outline the little wrinkles on the 

chin and have then used the (FC) Cinnamon and (FC) Medium Flesh to colour the skin. 

 

The left lower cheek was coloured using (FC) Ivory, (FC) White and (FC) Light Flesh and 

once again the creases were marked out first. The Derwent Coloursoft pencils were also 

used to blend the skin tones and soften the wrinkles. I then used the (PV) White to add 

little hairs to the outside of the cheek. 

 

Neck 
You might ask now why I have suddenly moved from the face down to the neck and the 

truth is that because I also created a speed drawing of this artwork, I was starting to run 

out of memory on my phone (which is how I create the speed drawings) and thought it 

would be best to turn the phone off until the bottom area was completed and use the last 

available memory to finish off the rest of the face. 
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The (FC) White is not opaque enough for the white clothing that you can see Yvonne is 

wearing, so for these areas I used either the (CD) White, the (DC) White or the (DD) white 

– all are more opaque than the Faber Castell one. The Derwent Drawing white is probably 

best saved for the upper layers as it is quite resistant to further layering. 

 

The clothing to the right of the image was also coloured using (FC) Medium Flesh, (CD) 

Apricot, (CD) Light Magenta and (CD) Silver Grey.  

 

You can see too, where I have used the (FC) Ivory to identify all the lightest areas and 

markings down the left side of the neck and I have used (FC) Indian Red to do my outlines 

on the right side. (CD) Brownish Beige has been used to add the outlines immediately 

under the chin. The darkest area to the left (under the right cheek) and in the hollow of the 

next were drawn in using the Black Pitt pen and I later went over them in coloured pencil. 

 

 
 

In the above picture, I have used (FC) Cinnamon to shade around all the lightest markings 

on the side of the neck and then as we move in towards the hollow of the neck have added 

some pinks with (FC) Medium Flesh, (FC) Pink Madder Lake and (FC) Light Magenta 

There is also a touch of red which has been drawn in using (FC) Scarlet Lake. 

 

Towards the middle of the next hollow you can see some blue hues, which have been 

added using (CD) Bluish Pale and (FC) Sky Blue. I have also used (FC) Red Violet to add 

some purple tones. 

 

In the next step, I have used rich reds and oranges on the right side of the neck and have 

shaded over the black Pitt pen markings. Colours used on the right side of the neck include 
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(FC) Cinnamon, (FC) Medium Flesh, (FC) Sanguine, (CD) Venetian Red, (CD) English 

Red, (FC) Middle Cadmium Red and (FC) Indian Red. 

 

As we move up behind the neck you can see more blue and purple shades, and these were 

drawn using (FC) Dark Violet and (FC) Light Ultramarine. There is also quite a bit of grey 

visible in the shadows under the chin and these have been added in using (CD) Brownish 

Beige, (CD) Light Beige and (FC) Cold Grey II. 

 

 
 

Moving on to the chin now and if you look closely at the chin you can see what I mean 

about using the (FC) Ivory to really dig in and break up some of the early layers of colour 

to give a more mottled look to the skin.  

 

I must have redrawn and blended over the little wrinkles on the chin half a dozen times 

and even still wasn’t a hundred percent happy with them, but in the end, had to settle. 

Sometimes, it really is better to step away from your portrait and view it from a distance 

rather than getting bogged down by little details. 

 

As you can see there are lots of pinks around the chin and right cheek, so colours used 

here included (FC) Cinnamon, (FC) Medium Flesh, (FC) Pink Madder Lake and (FC) 

Dark Flesh. You should also be able to see some greys and some lilac hues, so use a mix 

of some of the lighter greys we have already used along with the (FC) Red Violet and (FC) 

Light Magenta for some of the purplish colours. 

 

The creases on the right side of the face were drawn using (FC) Cadmium Red and (FC) 

Sanguine and these were then blended with the surrounding skin colours. 
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Most of the colours and techniques used in this tutorial could be applied any time you 

were doing a portrait of an older Caucasian person and I hope you have enjoyed working 

through this tutorial as much as I enjoyed creating it. 

 

Because I have used quite a lot of wax-based pencils to create this artwork, I have applied 

fixative and would recommend applying some so as to avoid the risk of any wax bloom 

forming. 

 

 
 

 If you have any questions about this tutorial, or have picked up any errors, please don’t 

hesitate to contact me. 

 

Happy Drawing! 

 
Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 
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Final Image 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 

 
 

     

    

    

http://www.karenhullart.com/
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Splash-Tutorial-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Ruby-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Step-by-Step-Tutorial-Amber-Cat.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Realistic-Landscapes-in-Coloured-pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Creative-Colour-with-Realism.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/The-Apprentice-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/The-Assistant-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Black-and-White-Portrait.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Whimsical-Bee-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Easter-Bunny-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Peacock-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Dachshund-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Blue-Eyes-in-Pencil-on-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Basics-for-Artists-of-All-Levels.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/How-to-Get-Black-Backgrounds-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/White-Dog-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Darker-Skins-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-Pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Orangutan-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Landscapes-n-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Flowers-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Rainbow-Lorikeet-in-Markers-and-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tiger-in-Ballpoint-Pen.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Pyrography-and-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Older-People-Portraits.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Pippa-on-Black-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencils-on-Canvas.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Scratch-Art.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Working-in-Coloured-Pencils-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Collie-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tabby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Colouring-your-Scratch-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Sepia-Portrait-in-Coloured-Pencils.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Child-in-Pencil-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Selective-Colouring-in-Graphite-Portraits.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Portrait-with-Zest-it.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Meerkat-on-Printed-Stonehenge.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Animating-your-Animals.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Little-Flower-Girl-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Pug-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-baby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Eye-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Carnivale-Mask-on-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Dog-on-film.php

